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FROST FREE COMBIS
CONTROL PANEL
Open the top door of the fridge in order to access the control panel.
Turn on the knob to switch on the appliance and set the temperature of the freezer compartment and Fridge. (Recommended setting – 2-3).
Turn the knob to “0” to turn off the appliance.

(Figure 1)

The green “ON” light shows that the unit is working. This light
is on irrespective of the knob setting, except for when the
knob is set to 0.

The orange light comes on when the thermostat knob is turned
to SUPER. In this case the compressor continues to function
as normal.

Important: Some appliances will start to function at least 6 minutes after the plug has been connected to the power supply outlet and the
temperature has been set.

FREEZING
The preservation of frozen foods is guaranteed in all of the freezer’s compartments.
During maximum capacity of the freezer, it is advised to remove the drawers and to place the food directly on the shelves for optimal freezing.
In some products there is a

section in the top part, (see quick guide).

drawer, turn the thermostat clock-wise to SUPER position, and the orange light will come on (see figure 1).
Place the foods to be frozen in the
After 24 hours, freezing is completed. Therefore, reset the thermostat to position 2-3. The SUPER function is automatically disabled
from the circuit board after 26 hours.
The rating plate states the maximum quantity of foods that can be frozen, (see figure 2).
N.B. For better air circulation, leave some room in between the foods and avoid blocking the cooling air outlets.

DEFROSTING
(Figure 2)

A small amount of frost or drops of water on the back of the freezer compartment when
the freezer is working is normal.

Make sure the water outlet is always clean. Make sure foods do not touch the back or
sides of the freezer compartment.
The freezer compartment does not need to be defrosted because this product is equipped
with an automatic system which prevents frost from being formed (frost free).

NB. This is the rating plate. If you need to contact our Service Department in the
event of faults, remember to give them the information on the plate.
Important: If the room temperature is very warm, the appliance may work continuously and a layer of frost will deposit on
the back of the fridge compartment. In this case, turn the knob to lower settings (1-2).

REVERSING THE OPENING OF THE DOORS
In order to reverse the opening of the doors, follow the indications in relation to the insert and hinge type your product is made up of.

A
Place the appliance on the floor or at a 45° angle,
as it is necessary to work on the bottom of the
appliance.

Remove the lower plinth by pulling out the 3
protective plugs and by loosening the screws.
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Drill the plinth on the marked left hand-side area.

Take off the bottom right-hand hinge by removing
the screws, pin and washers, then remove the
lower door.

Remove the caps (A) and (B), loosen the screws
and partially remove the panel.

Unscrew the right hinge.

Mark and break the left-hand slot on the panel, in
the insert area.

Flip the top left-hand hinge found in the
accessories kit.

Remount the hinges and doors working from
bottom to top,

Fit the panel, and secure with the screws and
caps.

To reverse the handles: remove the outer caps
from the right-hand side of the doors.

Unscrew the handles from the left-hand side and
move them to the right-hand side, then position
the outer caps on the left-hand side of the doors.

Put the appliance in an upright position and wait two hours before turning it on.

B
Place the appliance on the floor or at a 45° angle,
as it is necessary to work on the bottom of the
appliance.

Remove the lower plinth by pulling out the
3 protective plugs and by loosening the screws.

Drill the plinth on the marked left hand-side area.

Take off the bottom right-hand hinge by removing
the screws, pin and washers, then remove the
lower door.

Remove the screws from the central hinge and
remove the top door.

Unscrew the hinge from the fridge door and mount
the one supplied on the other side.

Mark and break the left-hand slot on the panel, in
the insert area.

With this panel type, remove the label and screws,
then partially remove the panel.

Remove the screws from the top right hinge and
invert the position of the pin, then reassemble it on
the left-hand side.

With another panel type, break the plastic
membrane and screw the hinge on the left-hand
side of the panel.

Insert the pin in the hinge and the spacer in the
insert. Reassemble the hinges and doors
working from bottom to top.

Remove the plug on the left-hand side and insert
it on the right-hand side of the central and lower
inserts. Invert the bushing in the lower insert.

1)
break
the
plastic membrane

spacer

2) Insert the pin

Screw the panel back on and place the outer
label back on. Put the appliance in the upright
position and wait two hours before turning it on.

bushing

plug

To reverse the handles: remove the outer caps
from the right-hand side of the doors.
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Unscrew the handles from the left-hand side and
remount them on the right-hand side of the product.
Place the plugs on the left-hand side.

